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Who are Silver Cloud HR?
Silver Cloud HR is an independent HRIS and payroll systems consultancy, specialising in
the streamlining of HR processes through the selection and implementation of
cloud-based technology.
Working globally, Silver Cloud HR works in partnership with mid to large-sized companies to
provide simple and practical advice designed to support their individual HR goals.

How do Silver Cloud HR differ from alternative consultancies?
Silver Cloud HR are proud of their status as a truly independent consultancy, offering
whole-of-market solutions and advice to enable clients to benefit from the best possible
technical solution for their needs.
As well as providing support and guidance relating to the latest HR information systems, Silver
Cloud HR also provides a dedicated project management service throughout the implementation
period, offering dedicated external support for up to twelve months.
For those clients needing further support and guidance, Silver Cloud HR offers a specialised
support service to ensure clients are making the most out of their HRIS, resulting in better
adoption rates and greater accuracy when recording data.

The Silver Cloud HR team
Silver Cloud HR are a female-led organisation with exemplary HRIS skills and knowledge.
Each employee has a strong background in HR, ensuring that they not only understand the
variety of technology available, but are able to understand the complexity of HR and
communicate the reasons why they are recommending specific products for clients across
all sectors and sizes.

HR people delivering HR systems

Helen Armstrong, Managing Director
Silver Cloud HR was established by Helen Armstrong in 2009.
With over fifteen years’ experience within the HR industry working for companies such as
Suffolk County Council, the GSM Association and Ericsson, Helen has been uniquely
positioned to demonstrate the impact that HR technology can have upon medium-large sized
global organisations.
Helen has overseen the growth of Silver Cloud HR and remains extremely hands-on with all
clients, personally overseeing all account management to ensure that Silver Cloud offers an
exemplary service at all times.
Helen’s specialisms include HR technology, managing RFPs, implementation of HR technology
and post-live support to ensure ease of transfer
Other key Silver Cloud HR staff:
Claire McCourt (Head of Operations)
Sultana Huda-Islam (HRIS implementation consultant)
Louise Bhatia (HRIS project manager)
Lauren Coldwell (HRIS consultant)
Sarah Lang (HRIS implementation consultant)
Tom Fisher (HRIS Project Manager)
Peter Kenworthy (HRIS Project Manager)

Silver Cloud HR Clients
Whilst current clients are based predominantly in London, Silver Cloud HR works globally with
clients based in the UK, Barcelona, Paris, Brussels, Bermuda, Dubai, Seoul, Singapore, Shanghai
and Hong Kong amongst many others.
Thanks to the wide range of technological solutions available, Silver Cloud HR can
successfully work with clients of all sizes, regardless of whether a company has 100
employees or 10,000 employees.

Our client list includes:

Providing support to some of the most successful
mid-sized global businesses

Media Commentary: Our expertise
Silver Cloud HR is available for media commentary on a wide range of sectors including
HR technology
Selection & Implementation
Business efficiency & productivity
Process mapping and improvement services
Talent-related software, including recruitment, learning & performance
Data analysis
Global trends
Key areas of expertise are focused around system selection, project timescales, technology
trends, resourcing and budgeting.

Media Commentary: More than just HR
Silver Cloud HR are not just interested in HR tech; they are also keen supports of the ‘women
in technology’ campaign and are actively raising awareness of the wide range of opportunities
available for young women within the science, computing and technology sectors.
Speaking about the campaign, Helen Armstrong said: “It’s so important that we encourage
young women to think about the wide range of opportunities available within computing and
technology. It is an incredibly varied and diverse sector with enormous career potential, so it
is vital that we work with schools, universities and careers services to drive interest amongst
women.”
In 2018, Silver Cloud HR will be launching an exclusive campaign to drive awareness of
technology careers amongst young women.
More details will be announced on silvercloudhr.co.uk in due course.

Contact Details
If you would like to speak to a representative from Silver Cloud HR regarding press or
marketing in relation to HR and Technology, please contact Marley Bird Communications.
Aisleen Bird, Director, Marley Bird Communications
aisleen@marleybird.co.uk
Tel: 01728 768862
Tel: 07787 160777
Amy Dawson, Associate, Marley Bird Communications
amy@marleybird.co.uk
Tel: 07709 452081

